
02

Timber Harvesting and Production
Forest Conservation and Management
Reforestation and Rehabilitation
Wildlife Habitat Preservation
Eco-tourism and Recreational Use

INDUSTRY

03

AI-driven forest inventory analysis
Machine learning for disease detection
Drones in forest surveillance
Data analytics for sustainable harvesting
AI in fire detection and management
Robotics in timber processing
AI for wildlife and habitat monitoring
Predictive models for climate impact
Smart forestry practices with IoT
AI in community and indigenous land management

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Sustainable forestry
Enhanced ecosystem health
Efficient resource use
Biodiversity preservation
Climate change mitigation

WHY CHANGE?

01

Sustainable forest management
AI in timber yield optimization
Predictive analytics for forest health
Automated monitoring and surveillance
Enhanced reforestation efforts

WHY AI?

07

AI in precision forestry for sustainable practices
Real-time monitoring of forest health with AI
Machine learning for efficient wood processing
AI-driven strategies in wildlife conservation
Predictive AI for forest fire prevention
Enhanced reforestation efforts using AI data
AI in assessing forest carbon sequestration
Machine learning for forest disease control
AI tools in community-based forest management
Data-driven policy making for forest protection

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced AI and data analytics technology
Collaboration btw/ forestry companies and tech developers
Skilled workforce in forestry, AI, and environmental science
Ethical guidelines for AI in natural resource management
Infrastructure for remote data collection and monitoring

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for tree species identification
Drones for aerial forest mapping
Machine learning in timber volume estimation
AI-driven forest management systems
Robotics in logging operations
Data analytics for forest conservation
Predictive AI in reforestation planning
AI tools for eco-tourism management
IoT sensors for environmental monitoring
AI in supply chain and logistics optimization

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

Stora Enso (Multinational pulp and paper manufacturer)
Weyerhaeuser (One of largest private owners of timberlands)
International Paper (Global leader in paper and packaging)
Canfor (Integrated forest products company)
Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget (European forestry comp.)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

Stora Enso’s AI in timber supply chain optimization
Weyerhaeuser’s AI for forest resource management
International Paper’s AI in sustainable forestry practices
Canfor’s AI-driven wood product manufacturing
SCA’s AI in forest conservation and management
DroneSeed’s AI in reforestation efforts
Silviaterra’s AI for forest inventory and analysis
Carbomap’s AI in forest carbon mapping
Treemetrics’ AI for forest growth and yield optimization
OpenForests’ AI in community forestry projects

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI biases in forest management decisions
Privacy concerns in data collection
Over-reliance on technology in forestry operations
Ethical challenges in AI-driven wildlife monitoring
Cybersecurity risks in forest data systems

NEW RISKS
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12

Balancing AI-driven efficiency with ecological integrity?
Ethical use of AI in wildlife and habitat monitoring?
AI’s role in commercial forestry vs. conservation?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic AI adoption in forestry operations
Ethical guidelines for AI application
Continuous training in AI and forestry management
Focus on data security and environmental impact
Collaborative approach to sustainable forestry

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in forestry
Implement AI for resource management and conservation
Train forestry professionals in AI and sustainability
Integrate AI in logging, monitoring, and reforestation
Assess AI impact and adapt for ecological balance

STEP BY STEP AI

11

Misuse of AI in unsustainable logging
Unauthorized surveillance using forest monitoring tech
AI biases impacting conservation efforts
Over-dependence on AI leading to skill erosion
Misrepresentation of AI capabilities in sustainable claims

MISUSE

15

Ethical AI use in forestry
AI as a tool for sustainable practices
Transparency in AI-driven processes
Focus on AI for conservation and ecosystem health
Adapt AI strategies to changing environmental needs

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of forests for management planning
Virtual models for reforestation simulation
AI simulations for fire prevention strategies
Digital replicas of logging operations
Virtual reality for forestry education and training

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI specialists in forest management
Data analysts for sustainable forestry
Drone operators for forest monitoring
Machine learning experts in timber processing
Environmental impact consultants with AI expertise

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics for forest growth
AI algorithms for species identification
Machine learning in habitat analysis
Data analytics for sustainable harvesting
Neural networks for environmental impact assessment

AI MODELS

18

Brazil (Vast forest resources & adv. forestry practices)
Canada (Sustainable forestry and wood products)
United States (Forest management and conservation)
Finland (Sustainable forestry and paper production)
Sweden (Forest technology and sustainability)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

Advanced AI in precision forestry
AI-innovations in sustainable forest management
AI tools for global reforestation efforts
Enhanced ecosystem monitoring with AI
Ethical AI shaping future forestry practices

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"Hidden Life of Trees" (Wohlleben).
"Sustainable Forestry" (Reynolds).
"Forestry and AI" (Grotta).
"The Forest Unseen" (Haskell).
"AI for Earth Sciences" (Srivastava).

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Forestry.com: Forestry tools, news, jobs.
National Association of State Foresters: Policy and programs.
Forests News: CIFOR's research and news.
The Forestry Journal: Industry news and equipment.
US Forest Service: National forests management.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

"Trees' Communication" - Suzanne Simard
"AI for Climate Change" - John Doerr
"Setting Right Goals" - John Doerr
"Preparing for New Climate" - Vicki Arroyo
"Seeing Nature Everywhere" - Emma Marris

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a n AI-related talk,
workshop or consulting. We'd love to help!
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